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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY
OF AUSTRALIA
AT DARWIN
72/91 (9103322)			BETWEEN:
					ROBERT ARTHUR SPILLER
						Plaintiff
					and
					DONALD BRETT HOLLENS
						First Defendant
					COMALCO FABRICATORS PTY LTD
						Second Defendant

MASTER COULEHAN: REASONS FOR DECISION
(Delivered 14 August 1997)

The plaintiff claims damages for personal injuries suffered in a motor vehicle accident on 18 April 1989 at Winnellie in the Northern Territory.   He has pleaded that at material times he was not a resident of the Territory, this allegation being denied by the defendants.

He applies for an order that the issue of residency be tried as a preliminary issue pursuant to Orders 34.01 and 47.04.   This application is opposed on the grounds that the issue has not been properly pleaded and particularised and the question to be decided has not otherwise been adequately defined.

It has been held that it is necessary for a plaintiff, in proceedings for damages for personal injuries arising out of a motor vehicle accident in the Territory, to plead and prove, inter alia, the fact that he or she was not a resident of the Territory at the time of the accident ( see Wickham v Tacey 36 NTR 47,50 and Buric v Transfield 12 FLR 189,192 ).


As to this issue the plaintiff has pleaded as follows :

“ 2. At all material times the plaintiff was not a resident of the Northern Territory of Australia.”

The issue is generally pleaded in similar terms, although it may have been expected that the words “as defined in the Motor Accidents (Compensation) Act “ or similar would have been included.   This may be taken to be understood. 

This pleading includes a conclusion of law, which is permitted if the material facts supporting the conclusion are pleaded (O.13.02(2)(b).   Arguably, the plaintiff should have pleaded by reference to the criteria set out in the definition of “resident of the Territory “ in the Act, which may be considered  pedantic.   In the absence of an application to strike out the pleading on this ground, it is unnecessary to canvass this issue further.

The defendants point to evidence which may contradict the assertions made by the plaintiff in his pleadings and particulars as to his residency status, however this is a matter to be resolved at trial.

The plaintiff’s evidence suggests that there are benefits to be derived from the preliminary trial of this issue and the defendants did not dispute this, merely arguing that it was premature.   I consider that there is a discrete issue to be tried and that it is adequately defined.   It remains open to the defendants to explore the plaintiff’s case by appropriate interlocutory procedures.






The defendants have sought particulars as to the material facts upon which the plaintiff relies to establish his non residency.   As discussed above, the material facts are taken to be the criteria set out in the definition of “resident of the Territory” contained in the Act.   In the absence of a more specific request or coherent argument it is not clear  what particulars the plaintiff may provide which would answer the requirements for particulars set out in O.13.10.   The request for particulars is refused. 

The defendants also seek an order that the plaintiff file and serve an affidavit as to documents referred to in a letter from the plaintiff’s solicitor dated 5 April 1995.   These documents are copies of documents obtained by the plaintiff’s solicitor from the plaintiff’s employer subsequent to the service of the plaintiff’s list of documents.

The basis for this application is not clear, there being no evidence of a request for an affidavit verifying the plaintiff’s list of documents pursuant to O.29.03(5).   Presumably, the defendants seek an order for particular discovery pursuant to O.29.08. 

The evidence reveals that the plaintiff’s solicitor arranged for the employer’s files to be  produced to himself and the defendants solicitors and arranged for them to be copied and forwarded the copies to the defendants solicitors to enable them to take copies. The application by the defendants appears to be based on an obligation on the part of the plaintiff to provide a list of these documents, however the basis for this obligation was not stated and it appears to be contrary to law ( see TNT Management Pty. Ltd. v Trade Practices Commission 47 ALR 693 ).


While it was not argued, it appears to be open to the Court to make the order sought pursuant to O.29.08.   However the plaintiff’s solicitor has been cooperative in the production of copies of the employer’s records and it would be unreasonable to require the plaintiff to incur the expense of making an affidavit in respect of these documents. the application is refused.   The plaintiff sought a similar order, however I did not understand this to be seriously pursued.

In relation to the summons filed on 24 July 1997, the defendants did not seek any orders in respect of paragraphs 1, 2 and 3.

Orders:
1.	On the summons filed on 6 June 1997, an order in terms of paragraph 	one.
2.	On the summons filed on 23 July 1997,  the order sought in paragraph
	two is refused.
3. 	On the summons filed on 24 July 1997, the orders sought in paragraphs four 	and five (as amended) are refused.

